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Radio wave frequencies are used for communications. Magazines The Spectrum Monitor - Launched in 2014, The Spectrum Monitor is a full-spectrum monthly digital magazine for the radio listener--covering scanning, shortwave, ham radio and many other radio topics. Nice site design, too! Shortwave News The The SWLing Post (our blog) is updated
daily and covers the full array of shortwave radio, international broadcasting, and ham radio. Customer Reviews, including Product Star Ratings, help customers to learn more about the product and decide whether it is the right product for them. Knowing the basics of the electromagnetic spectrum with radio waves and the radio frequency range
can help you understand how radio waves are broadcast.Overview of Radio FrequencyRadio frequency may be abbreviated as simply “RF” when used to measure radio waves. He has a lot of reviews (though some may need translation--he provides a link) and includes many cool obscure rigs. Shortwave History Wikipedia - This is the Wikipedia entry
for shortwave radio. While high sensitivity and accuracy are optimal, you can detect potential hot spots and leaks just with a basic meter that picks up radio waves. The higher regions of the spectrum include microwaves, visible light, UV rays, X-rays, infrared light and gamma rays.Measuring Radio FrequencyAs electrical charges move, radio waves
occur. Courtesy of Joseph Terwilliger. With a good shortwave radio, you can hear many of these broadcasts. This link, though, takes you directly to their shorwave section. Glenn Hauser's World Of Radio - World of Radio shows are informative and highlight all of the current activity and news reported on the SW bands. You can multiply out these units
by one thousand to get kilohertz, by one million to get megahertz or by one billion to get gigahertz. Note that you will need a radio with Single Sideband capabilities as almost all of these stations broadcast in SSB. All of these clubs publish informative newsletters at least quarterly. Only On Shortwave Spy Numbers Stations What are Spy Number
Stations? Technically, radio frequency applies to the rate of oscillation of radio waves, explains Techopedia. Check out their schedule, then find the best frequency for your location and time of day. RF meters range in features and accuracy. The primary existence of the Club revolves around the publication of a monthly newsletter called The monthly
A*C*E. You'll need to use the single side-band function on your radio in order to hear AFRN broadcasts. Radio waves are the lowest energy radiation, and they’re expressed as frequency. QSL from the Australian Broadcasting Commission. On The Shortwaves - This is my favorite SW nostalgia site. The Longwave Club of America was organized in
January, 1974 to promote monitoring and experimentation on frequencies below the AM broadcast band. ACE - The Association of Clandestine Radio Enthusiasts (The A*C*E) is an association of individuals who find pirate, clandestine, covert, and micro'casting communications. They also cater to scanner enthusiasts with comprehensive frequency
listings based on geographic region. They have links to forums where users post real-time locations of Spy Number Stations. Follow these links to articles in Esquire, Salon.com and Wired. Their club motto is “Unity and Friendship.” Can't beat that! LWCA - Want to check out frequencies a little lower down? This tool measures RF radiation from cell
phones, computers, microwave ovens and other devices. Clubs ANARC - The Association of North American Radio Clubs (ANARC), hosts radio pages for radio hobbyists around the world. We have over 7,000 daily readers and dozens of guest contributors. DXing The DX Zone - This is a very comprehensive site with thousands of links. Phil's Radio
Beginner articles are simply the best vintage radio resources on the internet. Pagers, cordless phones, cell phones, radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, satellite communication and police/fire radios make up this segment of energy usage. The site design is a bit distracting and you may find that the text listings come out garbled. This is the
frequency.Radio frequency is expressed in units called hertz. The electromagnetic spectrum divides into seven separate regions that range in an order of decreasing wavelength with increased energy and frequency. Microwave ovens, radar, pacemakers and some industrial equipment also use radio frequency energy.Measuring Radio Frequency
RangeYou can measure radio frequency range with a radio frequency meter. RadioReference.com - is a wiki-based site with lots of radio information and links. In general, radio frequency includes frequencies between 3,000 and 300 billion waves per second, according to LiveScience.Uses of Radio Frequency EnergyTelecommunications are the most
common applications for radio frequency energy. Their programming, though US-centric, has quite a bit of variety including networks like ABC, CNN, AP and even NPR. They also list what content you can expect to find and best times to listen. Radio waves move away from antennas, and the radio waves are measured by the distance covered by one
wavelength and the number of waves passing a specific point in a second. Keep in mind that the AFRN's broadcasts are targeted for professional, military-grade shortwave receivers. They focus on domestic and international broadcasts on shortwave frequencies between 2 and 30 MHz. Their SW Listening Guide is my favorite online. Don't be
discouraged if you have trouble hearing the AFRN on your portable radio--try listening at different times on different frequencies. These items are designed to receive radio waves and change them into sound waves.The Electromagnetic SpectrumThe electromagnetic spectrum is the range of frequencies and wavelengths making up electromagnetic
radiation. Radio waves move through space, so the position of the meter can have a direct impact on the reading. It briefly touches on many aspects of shortwave listening. The 2022 edition is now available for pre-ordering from this page ISBN: 978-0-9998300-4-5 World Radio TV Handbook We are proud to present the 76th edition of the bestselling
directory of global broadcasting on LW, MW, SW and FM. Any DXer worth their salt tunes in every week to hear his shows. Hong Kong Radioer - this site is maintained by a radio enthusiast in Hong Kong. Though much of their TV and Radio programming has gone to satellite, the AFRN still broadcasts on shortwave. DXing.com - This page (sponsored
by Universal Radio) has the most comprehensive listing of shortwave bands. Murrow Transmission Station, near Greenville, North Carolina, are approximately 300 feet (91.5 Meters) high and 240 feet (73 meters) wide. Learn more how customers reviews work on Amazon In today’s world of wireless technology, you’ll hear the term “radio frequency”
mentioned in various conversations. Phil's old Radios - an excellent resource for anyone wishing to purchase an antique radio or simply learn more about one they currently own. - Wikipedia has a nice, concise overview of Spy Numbers Stations. When I go to this site, I either download the schedules as a PDF of Word document. It also analyses
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Readers are also provided with other available materials concerning motives, explanations, and theories behind these various broadcasts and broadcasters. Also, full text versions of his shows are available here. The following are some ANARC member clubs: NASWA - The North American Shortwave Association has
been active in the business of sharing information about shortwave radio since 1961. Monitoring Times Hot 1000 HF Frequencies - This list, maintained by Larry Van Horn (N5FPW) of The Monitoring Times, is my favorite frequency guide for military, aviation, government and other utility stations on the SW bands. Prime Time Shortwave - This site
has an extensive listing of English shortwave broadcasts in easy-to-print text listings. One hertz is equal to one wave per second. This is the place to go to find various radio clubs in North America. The newsletter reports on the activities of pirate, clandestine, covert, micro'casting, and other unexplained broadcasts. They have a subscription based
service, though much of their info is free. The Features section for this 76th edition includes articles on the Further Development of HF Transmitters, the history of Radio in Lesotho, Over 75 Years with My Radio by Ullmar Qvick, Technical Monitoring at VOA, and the history of KTWR on Guam. There are equipment reviews of the Icom IC-705,
Sangean ATS-909x2, Tecsun H-501, Tecsun PL-330, the CCW LAA++ loop antenna, and ATS25 Si4732, along with other articles, information and maps. American Forces Radio Network - The AFRN broadcasts news, information and entertainment programming to military and government workers across the globe. Internet Sites Broadcast listings
ShortwaveSchedule.com - My favorite online source of shortwave broadcasts. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Your guide to shortwave radio listening, news and shortwave radio reviews Each one of these curtain antennas at The VOA's Edward R. Black Cat Systems' Spy Numbers Portal - This website is the best resource for Spy Numbers
on the Internet. Frequency ranges are given for each band increment. It is loaded with interesting articles and links. If you’re concerned about shielding from radio frequencies, such as a leak in a microwave oven, you can also use an RF meter to find the source of the field. The WOR broadcast schedule highlights where and when you can find shows
with your radio. For those of you who don't have a radio yet, World of Radio is also available in mp3 form to download and listen to at your leisure. Also check out the HFCC who regularly updates their seasonal schedules and the International Listening Guide who maintains a comprehensive database. Eike Bierwirth - This website is useful because it
contains full, comprehensive, SW broadcast listings in downloadable formats. Shortwave & Other Radio Websites Ears To Our World - a shortwave radio distribution project for classrooms in the developing world. To calculate the overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we donâ€™t use a simple average. Clean, easy interface to find
listings by the hour. For those of you who don't have a radio yet, World of Radio is also available in mp3 form to download and listen to at your leisure. Spy Numbers in the Media - There have been several articles written in the past few years that have brought Spy Numbers to the popular press. Radio waves are the means of communication
broadcast used for cell phones, televisions and radios. Read this to better understand the history of Spy Numbers. The remaining pages are, as usual, full of information on: • National and International broadcasts and broadcasters • Clandestine and other target broadcasters • MW and SW frequency listings • Terrestrial TV by country • Extensive
Reference section More details on the WRTH book... This site is mostly in German, but is quite easy to find frequency guides. Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. They also sponsor the popular yearly Winter SWL Fest, where monitoring hobbyists of all stripes, from DC to
daylight, gather for a weekend of cameraderie and talk about radio. If you listen to his show and seek some of the interesting stations and broadcasts he mentions, you will become addicted to SWLing, I promise you that. This show keeps its finger on the pulse of shortwave radio better than any other.
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